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The ACS National Charter—
Si d i 1937Signed in 1937

“To encourage…the advancement of 

chemistry the promotion of researchchemistry...the promotion of research 

in chemical science and 

industry…the increase and diffusion 

of chemical knowledge…..

Thereby fostering public welfare and 

education, aiding the development of 

our country’s industries, and adding 

to the material prosperity andto the material prosperity and 

happiness of our people.”
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About ACSAbout ACS

• 164,000+ members164,000  members

‒ 187 Local Sections

‒ 32 Technical Divisions32 Technical Divisions

• 87% of members have degrees in 
chemistry, 13% in other fields

• >60% of members in business & industry

• 25,000 members living outside the U.S.

• 2 locations: Washington D.C. and 
Columbus, OH

Our members and staff share a common• Our members and staff share a common 
purpose and goals!
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Our Strategic Focal AreasOur Strategic Focal Areas

• Provide Information

• Empower Member Careers• Empower Member Careers

• Improve Education

• Increase Public Appreciation
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What is ACS on Campus andWhat is ACS on Campus and 
why are we here?y

Sara RouhiSara Rouhi

Manager, International ACS on Campus

ACSonCampus@acs.orgp @ g



Basics in 
S h l l P bli hiScholarly Publishing: 

Getting StartedGetting Started



Tetsuro Majima
Professor 
D t t f M l l E it tiDepartment of Molecular Excitation 
Chemistry
The Institute of Scientific & Industrial e s u e o Sc e c & dus a
Research, Osaka University

Senior EditorSenior Editor, 
Langmuir
Editorial Advisory Board member
ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces

Tetsuro MajimaTetsuro Majima

Langmuir, Senior Editor;Langmuir, Senior Editor; ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces,ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, Editorial Advisory BoardEditorial Advisory BoardLangmuir, Senior Editor; Langmuir, Senior Editor; ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, Editorial Advisory BoardEditorial Advisory Board

•D. Eng. from Dept. of Petroleum Chemistry, 
Osaka University (1980)

•Research Associate, Dept. of Chemistry, 
University of Texas at Dallas (1980-1982)

•Research focused on beam-induced 
molecular chemistry based on photo- and 

di ti i d d h i t f iradiation-induced chemistry of organic 
compounds

Authored / Co authored more than 400•Authored / Co-authored more than 400 
articles, receiving over 5000 citations

•Senior Editor of Langmuir since 2007;•Senior Editor of Langmuir since 2007; 
Editorial Advisory Board member of ACS 
AMI since 2012



LangmuirLangmuir

• Journal Launched 1985

• Manuscripts published in 2012: 2120• Manuscripts published in 2012: 2120 

• 15 Editorial Offices

• Langmuir is the premier journal of colloid 
and surface chemistry, publishing a broad 
range of articles whose scope includes:range of articles whose scope includes: 
colloids and surfactants; interfaces and 
biological interfaces; materials; 
l t h i t d h t telectrochemistry and charge transport.

2011 Impact Factor: 4 186• 2011 Impact Factor: 4.186

• 2011 Total Citations: 103,776

ACS Applied Materials & InterfacesACS Applied Materials & Interfaces

• Journal Launched 2008

• Manuscripts published in 2012: 952• Manuscripts published in 2012: 952

• 9 Editorial Offices

ACS A li d M t i l & I t f i• ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces is a new 
publication for the interdisciplinary 
community of chemists, engineers, y , g ,
physicists and biologists focusing on how 
newly-discovered materials and interfacial 
processes can be developed and used forprocesses can be developed and used for 
specific applications.

• 2011 Impact Factor: 4 5252011 Impact Factor: 4.525 



When am I ready to write a manuscript?y p
• Published manuscripts are the 

currency of our profession and 
b ildi bl k th t d fi

Len Interrante,
Chemistry of Materials

are building blocks that define 
the body of our work.

A k lf• Ask yourself:

– Do my data “tell a story” or 
are they merely pieces of

Joan S. Valentine 
Accounts of Chemical

Jonathan Sweedler, 
A l ti l Ch i tare they merely pieces of 

information?

– Do the results I achieved 

Accounts of Chemical 
Research

Analytical Chemistry

move the state-of-knowledge 
for the field forward? 

I th i f ti I h– Is the information I have 
collected relevant to others?

© S. Harris ScienceCartoonsPlus.com

When am I ready to write a manuscript?

• Write a draft It’s the best tool for determining:Write a draft. It s the best tool for determining:

– If the data and results you have collected support the 
major conclusions; orj

– If additional experiments are warranted

• Review your draft as if you were learning about your work for 
the first time

• Add details that would allow for an experienced colleague to 
repeat the study and obtain the same results.



What steps should I take to write a manuscript?

• Write the manuscript in order of increasing perspectiveWrite the manuscript in order of increasing perspective.

– Methods: Start easy—you know what you did.

– Results: Describe your findingsResults: Describe your findings.

– Discussion: Put your findings in context; draw conclusions.

– Introduction: Summarize only what the audience needs to t oduct o Su a e o y at t e aud e ce eeds to
know in order to read the Discussion.

– Abstract: Take information from above sections to present 
a cohesive general overview.

– Title: Describe your work in as few words as possible.

What steps should I take to write a manuscript?

• Learn from others. Give the manuscript to others to read andLearn from others. Give the manuscript to others to read and 
edit. Share with:

– All team members working on the project

– Your supervisor

– Other labmates or colleagues

– A knowledgeable scientist who does not know the details of 
your work

• See Publishing Your Research 101—Episode 1:
How to Write a Paper to Communicate Your Research, at 
http://pubs acs org/page/publish-research/episode-1 htmlhttp://pubs.acs.org/page/publish research/episode 1.html



How do I choose the best journal for my 
manuscript submission?

• Understand in which field and subfield your findings willUnderstand in which field and subfield your findings will 
have the greatest impact.

– Will the results be relevant to a variety of chemical y
disciplines, or will the results impact primarily a 
specialized subfield? 

• Identify who you want to reach.

– Match the desired audience for your findings with the 
d hi f j lreadership of a journal.

• Learn about the Editors of the journal.

’– Match your manuscript to the expertise of the journal’s 
Editors.

How do I prepare my manuscript to ensure 
the greatest chance of success?

R i d f ll th j l’ A th G id li t• Review and follow the journal’s Author Guidelines, at 
http://paragonplus.acs.org.

Review and follow the ACS Ethical Guidelines to Publication of• Review and follow the ACS Ethical Guidelines to Publication of 
Chemical Research, at http://pubs.acs.org/ethics.

• Choose a title that is clear and concise• Choose a title that is clear and concise. 

• Complete all forms and provide all information requested during 
the submission processthe submission process.

• Describe the impact of your research in a well-written cover 
letterletter.



How can I write the best possible cover letter?p

The cover letter should contain:

– Title and type of manuscript 

– Statement that you are transmitting on behalf of all Authors 
(unless you are sole Author)

– Suggested Reviewers with contact information and list of 
pertinent expertise (make it easy for the journal)pertinent expertise (make it easy for the journal) 

– Identify any Reviewers who should be excluded and give aIdentify any Reviewers who should be excluded and give a 
simple reason for exclusion. Examples include conflicts of 
interest (relatives, collaborators) or competitors.

How can I write the best possible cover letter?

• Do not repeat the abstractDo not repeat the abstract.

– The primary objective of a cover letter is to inform the 
Editor of your major findings and to highlight the relevance y j g g g
of the manuscript for the journal’s readership.

• See Publishing Your Research 101—Episode 2: Writing Your 
Cover Letter, at  http://pubs.acs.org/page/publish-
research/episode 2 htmlresearch/episode-2.html.



Submission trendsSubmission trends
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Geographic distribution of Published 
manuscripts

United States Japan

Canada  3.5%, 
4.4% Europe  28.1%, 

34%United States
18.8%, 29.0%

China 
19.9%,11.3%

Japan 
6.3%,5.8%

3 %

Africa & Mid 
E t

India 
% %

South 
America

Rest of Asia
8.3%, 6.9%

East           
2.4%,1.5%

7.0%,2.7%

America

2.7%, 1.6% Australia

2 5% 3 5%2.5%,3.5%

2012 Published Articles
2012 Submitted Articles

29

Number of Submitted and published 
articles by type in 2011



Breakdown of citations to 2011 
Langmuir articles by article type 

Impact Factor and Citation Trends, 
2004‐2011

2011 Impact Factor = 4.186

32



Impact Factor Trends, 
Competitor Analysis

4.390
4.186
3.456 

Published Article Trends, Competitor 
Analysis

Langmuir publishes the most articles 

2120

1390

877

586

427



Rejection rate (%) by region Jan 2010 to Nov 2012
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Published articles by region Jan 2010 to Nov 2012
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Percentage deviation of citations per article from journal average ‐ 2010 to present 
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Langmuir Editorial Advisory Board for 2011 to 2013 

Santanu Bhattacharya Catherine J. Murphy
Menachem Elimelech K. G. Neoh
Eric M Furst Frank H QuinaEric M. Furst Frank H. Quina
Jingcheng Hao Laurence S. Romsted
Joseph T. Hupp Vincent M. Rotello p pp
Haruo Inoue Joseph B. Schlenoff  
Efrosini Kokkoli Pierre Terech  
Tonya Kuhl Orlin Velev
Graham Leggett Shu Wang
Heather Maynard David A WeitzHeather Maynard David A. Weitz
Thomas J. McCarthy Itamar Willner

Sunao Yamada



Langmuir Editorial Advisory Board for 2012 to 2014

Katshhiko Ariga Prashant V. Kamat
Anna Balasz Fredric Menger
Lifeng Chi Robert H PeltonLifeng Chi Robert H. Pelton
Suresh Das Srinivasa R. Raghavan
Luigi Dei CNR Raog
Joe DeSimone Michael Solomon
Julian Eastoe Kirk Schanze
Gerald Fuller Hao Yan (ASU)
Jurrian Huskens Jimmy C. Yu
Fredrik Höök Liangfang ZhangFredrik Höök Liangfang Zhang
Linda Johnson 

Langmuir Editorial Advisory Board for 2013 to 2015 

Nicholas Lawrence Abbott Phil Messersmith
St A K k N kSteven Armes  Kensuke Naka
Matthias M. Ballauff Dimiter Petsev
Annelise Barron Francisco RaymoAnnelise Barron Francisco Raymo
Merlin L. Bruening Howard Stone
Gion Calzaferri Michael Strano
Richard Van Duyne Junqi Sun
Yu Fang Tsukasa Torimoto
Keith Johnston Vladimir V Ts kr kKeith Johnston Vladimir V. Tsukruk
Nicholas Kotov  Alexander Wei
Margie Longo Younan XiaMargie Longo Younan Xia

Han Zuilhof



Basics of Scholarly Publishing: 
Peer Review—What It Is, How It 

Works and Why It Matters!Works, and Why It Matters!



ACS Nano
Wolfgang Parak, Associate EditorWolfgang Parak, Associate Editor

Diploma in Biophysics from TU München

Ph.D. in Physics from LMU München, y ,
Postdoctoral at University of California, 
Berkeley, CA

Assistance and Associate Professor in LMUAssistance and Associate Professor in LMU 
Munich 

Full Professor in Marburg, Germany since 2007

Research focused on colloidal nano- and 
microparticles and their applications in biology

Authored / Co authored more than 174 articlesAuthored / Co-authored more than 174 articles, 
hold 4 patents, won 2 awards, h-index: 48

ASSOCIATE EDITOR of ACS NANO since 
2010

ACS NanoACS Nano

• Journal Launched 2007

• 16 Editorial Offices

• JOURNAL DESCRIPTION: Published monthly, ACS Nano is 
an international forum for the communication of 
comprehensive articles on nanoscience and nanotechnology 
research at the interfaces of chemistry biology materialsresearch at the interfaces of chemistry, biology, materials 
science, physics, and engineering. Moreover, the journal 
helps facilitate communication among scientists from these 
research communities in developing new research 

t iti d i th fi ld th h di iopportunities, advancing the field through new discoveries, 
and reaching out to scientists at all levels. Highly 
interdisciplinary with submissions from academic/government 
science and engineering labs and industry

• 2010 Impact Factor 9.865

• 2011 Impact Factor 11.421



What should you think of when you hear “peer 
review?” What is it?review? What is it?

© Nick Kim

What should you think of when you hear “peer 
review?” What is it?review? What is it?

• Before publication manuscripts will be evaluated by competent 
scientists which will help the editor making a decision whether toscientists, which will help the editor making a decision whether to 
accept or to reject a manuscript

• Improves the quality of scientific research

• Maintains standards

• Provides a measure of credibility

• Helps an Editor decide what qualifies as “publishable science”• Helps an Editor decide what qualifies as publishable science

What’s originalWhat s original

What’s scientifically important

What’s within the journal’s scope



Who are the players?

Peer-Review in Practice
1. The Editor-in-Chief receives a manuscript, examines it, and then:

a) Transmits it to an Associate Editor who has the proper expertise
— OR —

b) Decides to decline to publish

Inappropriate topic for the journal’s readers–Inappropriate topic for the journal s readers

–Poor quality (written in poor English, incorrect formatting)

–Blatant lack of novelty (in view of previous articles)

2. The Associate Editor may:

a) Evaluate on a similar basis 
OR— OR —

b) Transmit the manuscript to Reviewers for further evaluation

3 Editors evaluate the Reviewer comments and decide to accept3. Editors evaluate the Reviewer comments and decide to accept
the manuscript, return it for revision, or decline to publish.



A practical example on how a submitted 
manuscript is handled – behind the scenesmanuscript is handled  behind the scenes

Author submits paper
Editor-in-Chief asigns paper to Associate Editorg p p
Associate Editor gets informed about submitted manuscript he / she has to handle

Manuscript ID: nn-2012-xxxxx
M i t T A ti lManuscript Type: Article
Title: yyyyyy
Author(s):  person1, person2, .....

D W lfDear Wolfgang ,

Here is a new paper from Paul. His note: If reviewed, please invite at least 4+4 referees or ask for 
further discussions

Thanks for your help.

Sincerely,
J li N hJulie Nash
ACS Nano Editorial Office

A practical 
example onexample on 
how a 
submitted sub tted
manuscript is 
handled  –
behind the 
scenes

Associate Editor logs in 
to ACS manuscript 
central



Associate Editor gets information of paper

Name and affiliation of coauthors

Title

Authors

Names and emails of preferred reviewers

Do NOT suggest close „friends“ as your ex-coworker who just left one 
month ago, your long-time cooperation partner 
(it most of the time comes out)
Do NOT suggest people from your own institution
Do NOT only suggest people from your own country

Cover Letter

Point out what is the key message and novelty of your work

y gg y y

Title

Point out what is the key message and novelty of your work.

Title

Authors AuthorsAuthors

Author Affiliation

53

A practical example on how a submitted 
manuscript is handled – behind the scenes

Associate Editor decides whether manuscript will be sent out for review or not

manuscript is handled  behind the scenes

what makes an editor to reject a manuscript without review

-lack of technical quality (for example poor samples, poor characterization)

-manuscript does not fit to journal
 read the journal guidelines!

d th dit i lread the editorials

-manuscript deals with incremental improvement of previous work
 never split one set of data into two publications and dilute a story never split one set of data into two publications and dilute a story

-topic is overcrowded and several publications with similar stories have already 
been publishedbeen published

- manuscript is a (self-) plagiarism



Some manuscripts are rejected without review

55

Title

Authors

A practical 
example onexample on 
how a 
submitted Names and 

affiliations of invitedsub tted
manuscript is 
handled  –

affiliations of invited 
reviewers  

behind the 
scenes
in case manuscript passes 
prescreening, Associate Editor
invites reviewers

unfortunately not all reviewers 
answer in time; the quality of 
the peer reviewing system

56

the peer reviewing system 
depends on the willingness of 
reviewer to critically evaluate 
submission



How might an Editor come to a decision?g

• Read each Reviewer report carefully, and examine the manuscript.

• Assess the concerns of the Reviewers.

• If questions still remain, the Editor may request the comments of 
th i ti tanother scientist.

• Transmit the decision to the Authors, often with an explanation, 
especially in cases of rejection or request for major revisionsespecially in cases of rejection or request for major revisions.

A practicalA practical 
example on 
how a 

Title

Authors

submitted 
manuscript 
is handled –
behind the Rewiewer #1

scenes
Rewiewer #2

Associate Editor
makes a decision 
based on reviews

Rewiewer #3

based on reviews 
and own 
assessment

Rewiewer #4



Your manuscript can be accepted

Journal: ACS Nano (ID nn-2012-xxxxx)
Title: “yyyyyy”
Authors: zzzzzzz

Dear Prof Dr zzzzzDear Prof. Dr. zzzzz,

I am pleased to inform you that the reviews for your manuscript have been received. Enclosed are editors' and reviewers' comments. Please make appropriate 
changes to the manuscript and submit your revised manuscript. Your revision is expected within one month; please reply to this message if you need additional 
time.

In addition to your revision, please supply a detailed list of changes and responses to reviewers' concerns; your manuscript may be reviewed further. Reviewers 
will also be supplied with your revision cover letter and previous reviewer comments.

............
Reviewer: 1 Congratulations in case of a positive 
Recommendation: Publish as is in ACS Nano; no revisions needed.

Comments:
............

Additi l Q ti

decision!
You might be asked to further 
modify the manuscript before final 
acceptanceAdditional Questions:

Is this paper in the top 15% of manuscripts in the field?: Yes
If this paper is not in the top 15% of manuscripts in the field: 
Is it appealing to a broad audience?: Yes
Does the manuscript give a complete description of the procedures that could be reproduced by others in the field?: Yes
Are the conclusions adequately supported by the data?: Yes

acceptance

q y pp y
Are the literature references appropriate and correct?: Yes
Is the manuscript a comprehensive article/review?: Yes
Significance: Top 5%
Novelty: Top 5%
Broad interest: Top 5%
Scholarly presentation: Top 5%Scholarly presentation: Top 5%

J l ACS N (ID 2012 )

... or rejected
Journal: ACS Nano (ID nn-2012-xxxx)
Title: “xyyyyyyt"
Authors: zzzzzz

Dear Dr. zzzzzzzzz,

Enclosed are the reviews of your manuscript, which detail significant problems. I am afraid that we are unable to accept your manuscript for publication in ACS 
Nano and we will not be able to consider a resubmission. Due to the high number of excellent manuscripts we can only consider the ones with the very best 
reviewer comments.

We recommend that you consider the referee comments in full before submitting to another journal. We are sorry not to have better news and thank you for 
considering ACS Nano for your workconsidering ACS Nano for your work.
........

Reviewer: 1 ........
Recommendation: Reconsider after major revisions noted. In case of major problems we 

unfortunately can‘t consider your
Reviewer: 2 ........
Recommendation: Reconsider after major revisions noted.

Reviewer: 3
Recommendation: Reject; it appears that publication in any form would be premature at this time.
Comments:

unfortunately can t consider your 
manuscript for publication

Co e ts
........The research designs are extremely rough and conclusions are drawn based upon hypothesis and skepticism, instead of sounding research results. 
The primary problems of the study are outlined below: ......... In summary, severe problems and deficiencies in experimental designs, data acquisition and 
interpretations are found. The data is extremely preliminary and does not support the conclusions. Thus, the manuscript is not ready for publication until all 
related questions have been carefully and effectively addressed.
Additional Questions:
Is this paper in the top 15% of manuscripts in the field?: NoIs this paper in the top 15% of manuscripts in the field?: No
If this paper is not in the top 15% of manuscripts in the field: It is unlikely to be improved to be in the top 15%.
Is it appealing to a broad audience?: Yes
Does the manuscript give a complete description of the procedures that could be reproduced by others in the field?: No
Are the conclusions adequately supported by the data?: No
Are the literature references appropriate and correct?: No
Is the manuscript a comprehensive article/review?: No
Significance: Lowest
Novelty: Lowest
Broad interest: Moderate
Scholarly presentation: Lowest



How should Authors handle Reviewer 
comments?

• Reviewers are trying to help!Reviewers are trying to help!

– Their feedback is important and invaluable.

• Authors must read the Reviewers’ comments

– Carefully

– Understand the nature of the critique

– Evaluate their importance

– Revise according to the critique
• If an Author chooses not to address some of the critique, the Author a ut o c ooses ot to add ess so e o t e c t que, t e ut o

must indicate why he/she is taking that course of action.

What are the most-common mistakes 
Authors make when replying to Editors andAuthors make when replying to Editors and 
Reviewers?
• Lack of attentiveness

– Authors need to thoroughly examine the critique in each review.

I l t i i• Incomplete revisions

– Failure to explain why some changes were not made. Each comment 
by a Reviewer should be examined and addressed point by point 
whether or not the Author actually makes the requested change.

• Becoming EMOTIONAL

– Reviews are not personal—do not take them as such.



Replying to Editors and Reviewers 
– some bad examples

In case of conflict we offer submission of rejected manuscript to 
our monthly appeal meeting, where manuscripts in dispute are 

some bad examples

Dear Professor Dr. Parak, actually all reviews 
were highly critical

discussed by all editors 

This is to touch base with you about the
following revised manuscript. During the
first round review all the three reviewers

were highly critical

first round review, all the three reviewers
were positive to the work and suggested
revision before publication. If the review of
the revised manuscript is delayed

do not „request“

the revised manuscript is delayed
unusually, I request you to examine it by
yourself as you are expert in the field of the
manuscript. Alternatively or additionally,

we are capable of 
selecting expert 
reviewers by our ownmanuscript. Alternatively or additionally,

please also seek the opinions by pioneers
in the quantum dots and energy transfer
fields, such as Professors xxx and yyyy.

reviewers by our own

we always try to be as fast as, yyyy we always try to be as fast as 
we can – but sometimes it‘s not 
in our hands!

Questions?Questions?

wolfgang.parak@physik.uni-wolfgang.parak@physik.uni
marburg.de



Why copyright and ethics?Why copyright and ethics?

“ th fi t t bli h i… the first to publish a view or 
finding, not the first to discover g,
it, tends to get most of the credit 

f th di ”for the discovery.”

(National Academy Press, “On Being a Scientist” 1995)



Wh i ht d thi ?Why copyright and ethics?
“If your research does notIf your research does not 

generate papers, it might just as g p p , g j
well not have been done.”

(G. Whitesides, Adv. Mater., 2004, 16, 1375)

So why does publishing matterSo why does publishing matter 
for you?Publishing can never be at the

Getting a Job

Publishing can never be at the 
expense of scientific integrity…
Getting a Job

Tenure/Promotion

Graduation

Eternal Glory!



What we’ll coverWhat we ll cover

•Copyright and•Copyright and 
rights transfer

•Ethical Obligations

C St di•Case Studies

•Q&A

© Benita Epstein

Q&A

What is copyright?What is copyright?

© Ted Goff



What is copyright?

Something YOU created: 
manuscript, lab notesWhat is copyright?

S ti 102( ) f C i ht A tSection 102(a) of Copyright  Act:
Copyright protection subsists… in original 
works of authorship fixed in any tangible 
medium of expression, now known or later 

developed, from which they can be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 

communicated, either directly or with the aid 
of a machine or device.

What is copyright?What is copyright?

S ti 102( ) f C i ht A tSection 102(a) of Copyright  Act:
Copyright protection subsists, …, in original 

k f th hi fi d i t iblworks of authorship fixed in any tangible 
medium of expression, now known or later 

developed, from which they can be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 

communicated, either directly or with the aid 
of a machine or device.Concrete forms of expressing p g

your own ideas: writing on paper 
or computer



What are my rights?What are my rights? 

© C&EN
News

What do I own and how do I transfer 
it?it?



Once you make the transfer…y
ACS Journal Publishing Agreement: 

http://pubs acs org/4authorshttp://pubs.acs.org/4authors

• Expands author rights• Expands author rights

• Clarifies author responsibilities

Clearly defines use for 3 versions of a manuscript• Clearly defines use for 3 versions of a manuscript 
(submitted, accepted, and published)

• Extends key terms of use to all previously published• Extends key terms of use to all previously published 
works

• Makes copyright transfer of Supporting Information• Makes copyright transfer of Supporting Information 
non-exclusive © C&EN

News

What can I do with my thesis?
• Need to write a dissertation or thesis to satisfy the 
requirements of your degree-granting institution?

• You may use all or part of the submitted, accepted, or 
bli h d kpublished work.

BUT!BUT!

• You should secure written confirmation from the 
respective ACS journal editors to avoid potential conflictsrespective ACS journal editors to avoid potential conflicts 
with journal prior publication or embargo policies.

• In other words…always check with the journal editor.



What about teaching?What about teaching? 
Conferences? General reuse?

Y• You can use

What about teaching?What about teaching? 
Conferences? General reuse?

T hi t i iJ l i l i it d• Teaching or trainingJournal article is cited

• Presentations at conferences/seminarsModifications to data are noted/distinguished from 
new data

• Subsequent publications of which you’re an author
Reuse is not for illustration in stories NOT related 

• Posting on your personal website, university network, 
institutional repository, and conference websites

to the article

•
WITH THE CAVEAT THAT
Web posting is for non-commercial purposes



When in doubt?When in doubt?

These terms vary by publisher y y p
AND by journal, so be sure to 

h k!check!

What we’ll coverWhat we ll cover

•Copyright and•Copyright and 
rights transfer

•Ethical 
ObligationsObligations

•Case Studies

© Benita Epstein•Q&A



Take a guess:Take a guess:

What are the most commonWhat are the most common 

ethical violations?ethical violations? 

What is the most common 

cause of those violations?

Most common violations
• “I wrote it so it’s mine.” (Self-plagiarism)  

• “Conference? What conference?” (Prior publication)

• “It’s called hedging.” (Submitting to multiple 
journals at the same time)journals at the same time)

• “I just need the data to fit the paper ” (Data or Image• I just need the data to fit the paper. (Data or Image 
Fabrication, Manipulation, or Falsification)

• “It’s an homage, right?” (Gift or Ghost Authorship)



Sooner or later…they’re exposed

Self-plagiarism/Prior Publication

An act of academic fraud that implies “taking over the ideasAn act of academic fraud that implies  taking over the ideas, 
methods, or written words of another, without 
acknowledgment and with the intention that they be g y
taken as the work of the deceiver.” If one “borrows” one's 
own ideas from one’s own publication(s) without 
attribution, is the deception still academic fraud? Yes, it is, 
because it is an intentional attempt to deceive a reader by 
i l i th t i f ti i b i t dimplying that new information is being presented.

~From “Recycling is Not Always Good: The Dangers of Self‐
Plagiarism 



Prior PublicationPrior Publication

Data manipulation: Applied PhysicsData manipulation: Applied Physics 
Letters, AIP

Science 24 May 2002: Vol 296 no. 5572 pp. 1376-1377



Image manipulation: Science PNASImage manipulation: Science, PNAS, 
Nature Immunology

Ghost authorship: Europhysics LettersGhost authorship: Europhysics Letters

http://retractionwatch.wordpress.com/



Ways violations are uncovered
Scientists (authors, editors, & reviewers)
 Have exceptional memoriesp

 Access to Google, PubMed, SciFinder

 Access to software that detects plagiarism, image 
manipulations, etc.

Scientific community is watching and policing 
itself
 Social Networking (blogs Facebook Twitter) offer new Social Networking (blogs, Facebook, Twitter) offer new 

means to question published works in a very public 
forum

Publishers using technology to identify

© S. Harris ScienceCartoonsPlus.com

Publishers using technology to identify 
possible violators
 CrossCheck: compares text to published work

 Image checking software: Image checking software: 
http://www.jcb.org/cgi/doi/10.1083/jcb.200406019http://www.jcb.org/cgi/doi/10.1083/jcb.200406019

Avoid the Pitfalls: Consequences

1 Rejection/Retraction1.Rejection/Retraction

2.Ban on further submissions 

3.Black list

4.Notification of the
© S. Harris ScienceCartoonsPlus.com

4.Notification of the 
institutions or agencies that 
funded researchfunded research



Avoid the Pitfalls: Ethical 
ObligationsObligations

 Present original research Present original research 

 Present an accurate account of the research 
performedperformed 

 Present an objective discussion of its significance

Make sure all coauthors are aware of the 
submission

 Submit to only one journal at a time

 Disclose submission history of manuscripty p

Avoid the Pitfalls: pubs.acs.org/ethics



Good news? It’s infrequent.

After all, scientists are smart people!p p

Retractions from ACS journals?Retractions from ACS journals? 

<0.05%
of total articles published per year in ACS journals 
from 2002 to 2011 were retracted.from 2002 to 2011 were retracted.

Thanks to the entire author community: editors, 
reviewers authors and readers like YOU!reviewers, authors, and readers like YOU!



Want more info?Want more info?

http://pubs.acs.org/4authorshttp://pubs.acs.org/4authors




